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Abstract
Chemical Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the basic step for the consequent information extraction tasks
such as named entity resolution, drug-drug interaction discovery, and extraction of names of the molecules
and their properties. Improvement of the performance of such systems may affect the quality of the
subsequent tasks. The chemical text from which data for NER is extracted is naturally imbalanced since
chemical entities are fewer compared to the other segments of the text. In this work, the class imbalance
problem in the context of chemical NER is studied, and an adopted version of random under-sampling for
the NER data is leveraged to generate a pool of classifiers. In order to keep the class distribution balanced
within each sentence, the well-known random under-sampling method is modified to a sentence-based
version, where a random removal of the samples takes place within each sentence instead of considering the
dataset as a whole. Furthermore, in order to take the advantages of combination of a set of diverse predictors,
an ensemble of classifiers trained with the set of different training data resulted by sentence-based undersampling is created. The proposed approach is developed and tested using the ChemDNER corpus released
by BioCreative IV. The results obtained show that the proposed method improves the classification
performance of the baseline classifiers, mainly as a result of an increase in the recall. Furthermore, the
combination of high performance classifiers trained using the under-sampled train data surpasses the
performance of all single best classifiers and the combination of classifiers using the full data.
Keywords: Chemical Named Entity Recognition, Class Imbalance Problem, Random Under-Sampling,
Classifier Combination.
1. Introduction
Automatic
information
extraction
from
unstructured text has been of interest in many
domains, especially in biochemical-related fields
[1]. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an
automated method for detecting the citation and
classification of named entities in a free text. It is
the basic step of many information extraction
tasks. The performance of NER systems in the
newswire domain is high but the results achieved
so far in the chemical domain are not comparable
to that degree [2]. The lower degree of success in
the latter domain can mainly be attributed to the
fact that unlike names of persons, locations, etc. in
the news domain, the chemical named entities
suffer from varying and complex morphologies as

well as belonging to different types of
nomenclature that are concurrently used to
describe them in related documents [3]. These two
factors are the main reasons for the difficulties of
developing a single method that can detect all
types of chemical/drug mentions with high
accuracy. Machine learning techniques can be
employed to solve the NER problem in different
domains. These strategies have become prevalent
in the early 2000s by introducing Maximum
Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [4] and
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [5]. The main
idea behind this approach is to learn a statistic
model using annotated training data and
generalizing it to data without annotations (test
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data). Lack of enough annotated data for creating
a model can sometimes be seen as one of the
considerable problems in this strategy, although in
the last decade, several attempts have been made
to create such corpora in various domains. In this
work, a machine learning approach was employed
to generate baseline classifiers for the proposed
method. Since NER using a machine learning
approach is a kind of classification tasks that aim
at classifying entity mentions into classes of
interest, it is not free from common challenges
faced by many tasks defined in this domain. The
class imbalance problem [6] is an example of such
challenges that deserves attention. In this case, the
number of samples that belong to the different
classes may vary in big proportions, creating a
skewed dataset. This is a natural problem when
dealing with NER in a biochemical text since such
documents contain less number of chemical
named entities compared to the other segments of
the text that build the structure of sequences to be
labeled. The increase in the number of negative
samples inside the train set will result in an
increase in false negative predictions, and
consequently, leads to a low recall in comparison
with the system precision. This leads to an overall
reduction in the classification performance of the
system in terms of F-score [7]. Our proposed
method consists of two steps. Firstly, we use
random under-sampling at the sentence level to
reduce the data imbalance in the train data. Since
it is known that selecting a single best system is
not always a trivial and best possible solution [8],
for the second step, we use an aggregation of
expert classifiers generated using different feature
sets and under-sampled training data at different
ratios instead of relying on the outcomes of
standalone classifiers in order to boost the
classification performance. We propose a new
sentence-based random under-sampling method
that is contrary to the well-known approaches.
The adopted version of under-sampling is applied
on each individual sentence given in the training
data instead of considering all samples within the
whole text in order to keep the class distribution
balanced inside each sentence. This step helps us
to generate classifiers with more balanced
precision-recall scores. The ChemDNER [9]
dataset, which is one of the most comprehensive
chemical/drug corpora, was used for our
experiments. The results obtained show an
improvement in the performance of the classifiers
trained using the under-sampled data compared to
the baseline classifiers trained with the original
imbalanced data. In addition, combining the
classifiers from the latter step, we achieved a
further improvement in the recognition

performance along with the improvements
obtained from baseline classifiers using the undersampled data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as what
follows. In the next section, a literature review on
chemical NER is presented. The class imbalance
problem is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 gives
an overview of the proposed method. The
experimental setup and the results obtained are
given in Section 5. A conclusion is then provided,
and future work is considered in the last section.
2. Literature review on chemical NER
A large number of applications have been
implemented to deal with NER in the newswire,
biomedicine, and other domains [10, 11] but lack
of the large publicly available annotated text
corpora for chemical domain is the main reason
for the scarcity of chemical NER systems [9].
However, the ChemDNER task has been
organized under the BioCreative IV event [12] as
part of a community challenge to promote the
development of chemical entities in a text.
Leaman et al. [13] have developed tmChem to
recognize the chemical entities by combining two
independent machine learning models in an
ensemble. Lowe et al. [14] have introduced
LeadMine, a novel hybrid system that combines
the rule based approach and the dictionary method
together. Usie et al. [15] have implemented a tool
named CheNER, where they combined the
machine learning approach with dictionary and
rule-based methods. Khabsa et al. [16] have
created multiple extractors using CRFs [5], where
they extracted some new features to improve the
performance. Akhondi et al. [17] have
implemented a hybrid system combining the
common existing domain dictionaries and regular
expressions. Dai et al. [18] have used a new
representative tag scheme, IOBSE, where they
highlighted the importance of tag set selection and
the use of fine grained tokenization. Lu et al. [19]
have used a semi-supervised learning approach
based on mixed CRFs with word clustering.
Campos et al. [20] have proposed a document
processing pipeline for the annotation of chemical
entities based on combination of two CRF models
with some new features and a post-processing
phase. Munkhdalai et al. [2] have applied domain
knowledge in their own work to extend BANNER
[21] as one of the state of art NER systems in
biological domains. All the aforementioned
studies have been carried out using the
ChemDNER corpus, even though there are several
other studies on NER in other domains such as
newswire and gene mention detection. However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies
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in the field has considered the highly imbalanced
characteristics of the data.

number of positive samples unchanged. A detailed
description of the method applied during our
experiments is presented in Section 5.

3. A Brief review of class imbalance problem
The class imbalance problem refers to the
phenomenon where the data used for classification
contains more samples in some classes compared
to some others, i.e. skewed class distribution [22].
When classifying samples in datasets suffering
from imbalanced class distribution, most
classifiers are biased towards the major classes
and will have a poor performance on minority
classes [23]. In the case of binary classification,
the positive or target class makes up the minority
class, whereas samples from the negative class
constitute the majority class. Since the negative
class has more samples, classifiers tend to classify
the test samples as negative, thus producing many
false negatives. This typically results in high
precision-low recall classifiers, which, in turn,
degrades the overall classifier performance often
measured in terms of F-score, the harmonic mean
of both [24]. The chemical named entity
recognition task, where the recognition of
chemical compounds or drug names from the free
text is the main objective, suffers considerably
from this problem. Naturally, the number of
entities that make up the target (positive) class is
much fewer compared to the other segments of the
text that are not of interest (negative class). There
are two main approaches mostly used as a solution
to this problem. Sampling approaches try to make
balance between the number of samples belonging
to the major and minor classes by increasing the
number of positive samples (over-sampling) or
downsizing the number of samples from the
negative
class
(under-sampling)
[25].
Alternatively, algorithmic level solutions try to
make changes in the learning algorithms in order
to increase the performance of the classifiers [26].
The sampling methods are more commonly used
in many application-oriented tasks. However, both
sampling methods have their own drawbacks.
Over-sampling increases the time required for
training the classifiers, and furthermore, may
cause over-fitting because of using duplicated
samples in the training data. On the other hand,
under-sampling potentially ignores some useful
majority class instances [27, 28]. Various kinds of
solutions based on sampling strategies or
algorithmic approaches have been proposed by
researchers; they can be found in [26] in more
detail. In this work, we chose to use the random
under-sampling method that tries to reduce the
number of negative samples by removing them
randomly but at the same time keeping the

4. Proposed method
The drawbacks of using imbalanced datasets for
training motivated us to make use of undersampled data in this work. Additionally, in order
to improve the recognition performance of
chemical NER system, an ensemble of CRF
classifiers was created. The pool of classifiers
used for our ensemble was constructed using a
diverse set of classifiers trained with different
features extracted from various sets of undersampled data.
The first step of the proposed method involves
data preparation and pre-processing. Detection of
sentence boundaries, removing nested named
entities, tokenization, and converting class tags to
the IOB2 format are performed in this step. Next,
various features are extracted. Features extracted
are made up of commonly used features for the
NER task as well as some domain-relevant
features. All features are extracted and their
detailed information is presented in Section 6.
Following feature extraction, CRF classifiers
using full data are trained using a combination of
features. All CRFs are trained using the Mallet
toolkit [29] in the experiments. Then a set of
different training data is sampled from the original
imbalanced training data using various undersampling ratios Rs with the same features
extracted previously. The next step involves the
manual selection of classifiers for the ensemble.
Since one of the criteria is to make use of
relatively strong classifiers in a pool, we select the
baseline classifiers whose performance on
development dataset is relatively high. In the final
step, the majority voting method [30] is used to
find the decision of final ensemble decision on the
test data.
4.1. Proposed sentence-based random undersampling for NER
As mentioned in Section 3, all the known
sampling techniques are applied on the train
dataset as a whole. However, since the training
data used in NER applications is composed of a
set of individual tokenized sentences, considering
all tokens within the text altogether in the
sampling process without considering sentence
boundaries may result in keeping many sentences
unchanged in terms of the sampling ratio. This is
due to the fact that negative samples are randomly
removed from any part of the text, and at the high
sampling ratios, very few or even no samples may
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be removed from some sentences. Therefore, we
propose to apply random under-sampling on each
sentence individually. In this case, undersampling is applied more uniformly on every
sentence that is potentially imbalanced. Figure 1
depicts the sentence-based random undersampling algorithm. As it can be seen in this
figure, firstly, the sentence boundaries are
determined before tokenization. Using the
information in the gold standard training data, all
entity mentions and their starting and ending
indices are determined in the next step. Since the
most commonly used tag scheme is the IOB2
format [31], this scheme is also used throughout
the experiments here. According to this tag
scheme, a “B-Tag” represents a token that is the
first token of an entity, an “I-Tag” represents a
token that is part of an entity, and “O-Tag”s
represent a token that is not part of any entity.
Hence “B-Tag”s and “I-Tag”s can be considered
as positive samples, whereas “O-Tag”s can be
considered as negatives. The sampling ratio R can
then be calculated for every sentence using
Equation (1).

R 

N: Number of token in S
Np: Total number of tokens with B- or I- tag in S
Nn: Total number of tokens with O tags in S
Ns: Number of selected tokens with O tag in S
K: Number of entities in S
Rs: Input sampling ratio
R: Acti=ual sampling ratio od sentence S
startk: Location of the first token of sentence k
endk: location of the last token of sentence k
for j=1 .. N
Mark all positive tokens in S as selected
R = Nn / Np
If Rs <=R /*no need for sampling*/
Mark all O tgged tokens in S as selected abd return
S
Else
for i = startj .. endj
Mark a token of O tags randomly
Ns = Ns1
If Rs <= Ns /Np return S
end for
return S
end for

effectiveness of the proposed method. This corpus
includes three datasets: training, validation, and
test data, which wereannotated by domain experts.

Figure 1: Random under-sampling algorithm used on each
sentence.

 B  Tagtokens  I Tagokens
 O  Tagtokens

/* Random Undersampling algorithm applied for each sentence S */

(1)

Organizers of the ChemDNER task used 10000
abstracts from PubMed to create their corpus.
Initially, all datasets were converted to a proper
format acceptable for the classification algorithm.
As the first step, the sentences were separated
using sentence detector module of Apache Open
NLP toolkit [33]. Then the tokenization algorithm
proposed in [34] was applied. Next, we converted
classes of entity mentions into the IOB2 format.
Table 1 presents statistics about the dataset used.
The total number of tokens (samples) as well as
the number of positive and negative samples in
each dataset is given. It can clearly be seen in
table 1 that there is a high imbalance in the
distribution of positive samples and negative
samples in the corpus, and the dataset is heavily
skewed in favor of negative samples. More
precisely, 93% of tokens in each one of the
datasets belong to the negative class, and only 7%
of all tokens belong to the positive class.

Random under-sampling is carried out on each
sentence at the input under-sampling ratio Rs
using the algorithm. The algorithm is repeated for
all sentences in the train data. In order to find the
input sampling ratio Rs, which maximizes the
classification performance on the whole train data,
experiments are carried out for incremented
values of Rs until the best value is found as the
sampling ratio, Rbest.. A proper value for Rbest can
be found using the validation data or using n-fold
cross-validation [8] in the cases that a validation
dataset does not exist. Random under-sampling is
applied only on the training data, and the test data
is kept unchanged since there is no prior
information about the positive and negative
samples in the unlabeled test data.
5. Experiments and results
The ChemDNER corpus [32] released by
BioCreative IV [12] was used to evaluate the

Table 1. Statistics about ChemDNER Corpus.
No. of abstracts
Total No. of samples
No. of negative samples
No. of positives samples

Training set
3500
899343
834395
64948

Validation set
3500
893180
829038
64142

314

Test set
3000
772847
718186
54661

Entire corpus
10000
2565370
2381619
183751
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In the next step, the common features used for
NER as well as some binary features associated
with the chemical domain are extracted as new
features. The domain-related features mostly show
the presence or absence of a token in a specific list
of chemical elements, amino acids, and common
chemical prefixes and suffixes [35]. The output of
OSCAR [36], one of state of the art NER systems
in chemical/drug domain, is used as a feature.
Additional features such as space in conjunction
with Bag of Words, as suggested by the
developers of ChemSpot [37], and another state of
the art systems used in chemical NER are also
used. The Brown’s clustering algorithm [38] is

employed in order to extract the clustering
features. The N-gram features are extracted at the
character level for each token including N-gram
prefixes and N-gram suffixes for N = 1-4. The
orthographic features extracted are commonly
used orthographic features in other NER tasks
[10]. Word shape feature represents the number of
various types of existing characters in a token
with a representative character for each type. The
context features refer to the previous and next
tokens that surround the current token.

Table 2. Feature sets used.
Feature
set #

Feature set

Feature
set #

Feature set

Feature
set #

1

In-domain features
(Chemical names, etc.)

7

Space + tf

13

2

Word Clusters

8

Space + tfidf

14

3

N-gram

9

15

4

Orthographic

10

5

POS

11

6

Space

12

Word shape
N-gram +
Orthographic
N-gram + Word
shape
N-gram + Space

ese features are used in isolation or in
combination as the feature sets. The feature sets
used are given in table 2. Although a numerous
number of feature sets can be generated using
different combinations of features, only those
combinations that generate good results when
tested with the validation data are used. The

Feature set
N-gram + Space + POS
N-gram + POS + space +
word shape
OSCAR’s output
1,3,4,5,6,9 + Context
tokens

16
17

16 + OSCAR’s Output

18

All features

combination of all feature sets is also considered
(Feature set #18) for reference. Table 3 shows the
performance of 18 baseline classifiers constructed
using each one of the corresponding feature sets in
table 2. Performances are represented in terms of
recall, precision, and F-score.

Table 3. Performance of Baseline Classifiers (Ei denotes the performance of
classifiers using feature set i).
Validation
R

P

Test
F

R

P

Validation
F

R

P

Test
F

R

P

F

E1 51.38 75.50 61.15 51.27 77.54 61.73 E10 67.10 77.40 71.88 67.03 79.79 72.86
E2 54.36 75.26 63.12 54.21 77.21 63.70 E11 68.02 77.53 72.46 67.66 79.76 73.21
E3 66.61 77.41 71.60 66.71
E4

7976

76.65 E12 70.74 81.04 75.54 70.18 83.39 76.22

50.71 74.89 60.47 50.23 76.61 60.68 E13 71.19 80.66 75.63 70.60 82.65 76.22

E5 48.66 72.43 58.21 48.14 74.22 58.40 E14 70.37 78.99 72.44 67.18 74.24 70.53
E6 56.66 79.56 66.19 56.34 81.33 66.57 E15 65.47 80.66 72.26 63.76 78.16 70.23
E7 51.30 79.01 62.21 50.33 80.52 61.94 E16 75.09 84.39 79.47 74.46 85.94 79.47
E8 50.18 76.18 60.51 30.48 79.95 44.13 E17 76.95 85.14 80.81 76.21 85.93 80.77
E9 53.89 75.28 62.81 53.68 77.43 63.40 E18 77.11 84.59 80.68 70.05 85.10 80.32

In the next step, random under-sampling is
applied to the training data used for the classifiers
listed in Table 3 using different input sampling
ratios Rs in the range of 3-25. Based on the results
for all classifiers with different feature sets tested
on validation data, the upper bound is selected as
25 since the maximum performance is seen when
the sampling ratio is around Rs = 23. Then those

classifiers whose baseline performance was better
than 70% in F-score and whose performance
could be improved through under-sampling for
some Rs were used to form the final ensemble.
The five selected classifiers (E14, E15, E16, E17, and
E18) and their performances for each input
sampling ratio Rs is given in table 4.
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Table 4. Performance of five selected classifiers with different sampling ratios Rs on validation data.
E14
R

E15

E16

E17

E18

P

F

R

P

F

R

P

F

R

P

F

R

P

F

Base
70.37
Rs

78.99

72.44

65.47

80.66

72.26

75.09

84.39

79.47

76.95

85.14

80.81

77.11

84.59

80.68

3

75.80

60.10

67.05

81.12 56.84

66.84

82.88

67.00

74.10

83.63

63.40

72.12

84.53

68.45

75.64

4

77.47

55.28

64.52

79.05

59.67

68.01

82.02

70.34

75.73

85.04

71.59

77.74

84.14

71.50

77.31

5

78.11

64.29

70.53

78.44

59.01

67.35

82.51

72.34

77.09

83.49

73.73

78.31

84.59

71.91

77.74

6

77.65

67.28

72.09

78.40

63.89

70.41

81.77

74.69

78.07

83.72

74.10

78.61

83.28

74.41

78.60

7

78.68

66.10

71.84

77.29

60.80

68.06

81.25

75.25

78.14

83.00

75.43

79.03

82.88

76.40

79.50

8

79.52

65.16

71.63

77.85

63.92

70.20

81.26

76.02

78.55

82.26

76.90

79.49

81.87

76.93

79.32

9

78.86

66.28

72.03

78.14

68.52

73.02

81.04

76.94

78.94

81.95

78.10

79.98

82.12

77.93

79.97

10

77.81

67.62

72.36

78.75

63.08

70.05

80.56

77.74

79.13

82.68

78.68

80.63

82.55

78.62

80.54

11

77.77

69.98

73.67

76.06

67.98

71.79

80.54

78.48

79.50

83.07

74.59

78.60

81.93

78.46

80.16

12

78.94

69.10

73.69

77.77

68.93

73.09

80.14

78.29

79.21

82.21

79.11

80.63

82.68

78.90

80.75

13

76.98

70.75

73.74

76.72

71.19

73.85

80.14

78.42

79.27

81.64

80.05

80.84

81.67

79.17

80.40

14

77.83

67.88

72.52

77.17

70.22

73.53

80.43

78.86

79.64

81.84

80.15

80.99

81.60

79.85

80.72

15

79.06

69.91

74.20

76.32

70.56

73.33

80.64

78.91

79.77

81.94

79.67

80.79

81.59

80.23

80.90

16

78.53

67.48

72.59

73.61

67.24

70.28

80.16

79.60

79.88

82.18

79.50

80.82

81.01

79.90

80.45

17

78.36

66.14

71.74

73.58

68.87

71.15

80.17

78.63

79.39

81.52

80.59

81.05

80.00

75.90

77.90

18

77.70

70.03

73.66

76.04

72.55

74.25

80.01

79.97

79.99

80.92

80.08

80.50

81.21

81.15

81.18

19

78.54

71.18

74.68

73.64

57.69

64.69

79.45

80.30

79.87

81.51

81.45

81.48

81.80

80.03

80.91

20

78.76

71.10

74.73

76.25

72.14

74.14

79.91

79.82

79.86

81.36

80.90

81.13

81.13

81.20

81.17

21

73.29

71.20

72.23

74.08

71.82

72.93

79.59

80.27

79.93

81.35

81.18

81.26

81.94

80.75

81.34

22

77.50

71.78

74.53

75.66

73.21

74.41

79.30

80.52

79.91

81.29

81.36

81.33

80.69

81.10

80.89

23

77.36

72.56

74.89

75.93

71.00

73.38

79.55

80.13

79.84

81.32

81.16

81.24

81.47

82.04

81.75

24

77.85

72.02

74.82

76.13

68.46

72.09

79.68

79.52

79.60

82.13

78.64

80.34

81.28

81.57

81.42

25

77.84

70.36

73.91

76.09

70.59

73.24

79.30

80.61

79.95

81.06

81.17

81.12

81.17

81.49

81.33

The performance improvement can mainly be
attributed to the increase in recall values with a
slight decrease in precision resulting in relatively
more balanced classifiers in terms of precisionrecall compared to the baseline classifiers that are
mainly higher in precision. Table 4 shows that the
best performance for each classifier is achieved
using a different Rbest value in the range of 18-23,
which are within close range to the upper bound

Rs value used. The effect of classifier combination
on different ensembles is investigated next. For
each case, the majority voting method is used to
decide for the final vote of the ensemble. Five
different ensembles are formed using different
strategies. Table 5 shows the 5 different
ensembles and their performances on validation as
well as the test data. C1 is the ensemble of 18
classifiers
in
their
baseline

Table 5. Performance of various classifier ensembles.
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

R
66.18
75.34
77.16
82.21
83.26

Validation
P
81.27
83.46
84.80
82.78
79.69

F
72.95
79.19
80.80
82.49
81.43

R
65.33
73.67
77.6
81.01
81.53

Test
P
80.11
84.38
84.90
83.91
81.36

F
71.97
78.66
81.08
82.43
81.44

C1- Combination of all 18 baseline classifiers, C2- combination of 18 classifiers trained using under-sampled data at Rbest, C3- Combination of 5
strong selected classifiers in their base line form, C4- Combination of 5 strong selected classifiers trained

clearly be concluded that combination of low
recall-high precision classifiers is not helpful.
This phenomenon is an innate property for
classification tasks. Where the negative-positive
data imbalance exists, the need for undersampling is evident. In order to test this

As stated earlier, since these classifiers are of low
recall-high precision type, the performance of
ensemble C1 does not even reach those of strong
single classifiers in their baseline form. It can
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phenomenon, we formed a second ensemble, C2,
which consisted of the same 18 classifiers but this
time, in their under-sampled form, each one
trained at its own best under-sampling ratio, Rbest,
obtained from experiments conducted for all
values of Rs in the range of 3-25, as explained
earlier. It can be seen that a combination of undersampled classifiers result in over 9% improvement
in the recall on validation data (8% on test data)
and over 2% increase in precision on validation
data (4% on test data), resulting in an
improvement of 6.24% in F-score on validation
data and 6.69% on test data. Clearly, undersampling has a very big effect on improving recall
and a lesser impact on precision. It can be argued
that the improvement over F-score can mainly be
attributed to the higher recall values of these
classifiers compared to their baseline counterparts.
Although the performance of all 18 classifiers for
all under-sampling ratios Rs is not presented, the
increase in recall values can be seen from the
subset of classifiers given in Table 4. We can
deduce that the combination of under-sampled
classifiers clearly outperform the ensemble of
classifiers in C1, mainly due to higher recall
characteristics. Ensemble C3 is formed using 5
classifiers (E14, E15, E16, E17, and E18) selected
using the criteria explained earlier in their
baseline form. Since these classifiers are relatively
strong ones (very strong in precision and
relatively stronger in recall), compared to the
other classifiers in the pool of 18, their
combination results in an F-score of 80.80% on
validation data but still lags behind that of the
single best baseline classifier E17 (F-score
80.81%). However, it is still worth noting that a
combination of 5 strong baseline classifiers, C3,

performance of this carefully selected ensemble
exceeds the performance of other combinations.
This result shows the significance of careful
selection of classifiers to be included in the
ensemble, and the effect of the good choice of a
sampling ratio during under-sampling. It also
reveals once again the combination of a diverse
set of classifiers with balanced precision-recall
behavior results in an effective ensemble in terms
of entity recognition performance. A final
ensemble, C5, is formed using all 5 classifiers
from C4 but the ensemble contains all classifiers
in table 4 without their baseline forms. In other
words, the 5 strong classifiers are trained for
every value of Rs in the range of 3-25, and a total
of (5 * 23 = 115) are included in the classifier
pool. The ensemble contains a diverse set not only
in terms of the type of features used but also in
terms of the precision-recall characteristics. Here,
the advantage clearly is the fact that one would
not have to go through the trouble of finding a
Rbest for each classifier before combination (such
as the case in C4). However, although this
ensemble
presents
a
good
recognition
performance and ranks second after ensemble C4,
the existence of relatively weak classifiers,
especially for low values of R, degrades the
performance of the ensemble slightly compared to
that of C5.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this work, the effect of random under-sampling
on chemical named entity recognition, a
classification task that severely suffers from
imbalanced data has been investigated. A new
sentence-based random under-sampling approach
that aims to make the ratio of positive and
negative samples for each sentence independently
balance is proposed. ChemDNER corpus was
used as the main source of corpora throughout the
work. By applying the proposed under-sampling
method, the performance of individual classifiers
improved mainly due to an increase in recall. We
achieved a further improvement by forming an
ensemble of classifiers. The selection of
classifiers for the ensemble was done using
heuristics upon the observation of recognition
performance of base classifiers on validation data.
The final prediction was obtained using the
majority voting scheme. Future work includes the
automation of the classifier selection process
through the use of evolutionary algorithms and
extending the study on other biomedical corpora
for further validation of the results.

outperforms the combination of all baseline
classifiers, C1, by 7.85% in F-score on validation
data and 9.11% on test data. This result suggests
that there is clearly a need for classifier selection
of some sort in order to possibly obtain an
improvement after combination of classifiers. C4
is the ensemble formed using the 5 classifiers (E14,
E15, E16, E17, and E18) as in C3 but this time each
classifier is trained using sampled data at its own
best performing under-sampling ratio, Rbest. In
other words, this ensemble is made up of
relatively strong classifiers, which have room for
improvement by under-sampling and also sampled
at the best ratio Rbest (sampling ratio is set to 23,
22, 18, 19, and 23 for E14, E15, E16, E17, and E18,
respectively). A careful examination of the
performance of these classifiers from table 4
shows that they all have the characteristic of being
balanced in terms of precision-recall. The
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[14] Lowe, D.M. and Sayle, R.A. (2015). LeadMine: a
grammar and dictionary driven approach to entity
recognition. J Cheminform; 7:S5.
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چکیده:
تشخ یص موجودیتهای اسخی یخیییای پای ای ترین مرحل برای عیلیات م تلف مرتبط با اسخت را اللاعات ماند ششف روابط بین داروی  ،است را
اسخخام موولووها و اواآ هنها و باخخیاری از و ایف دیگر میبای خ ر بدابراین بهبود شارای این مرحل میتوان تازیر باخخکای در شارای عیلیات هت مرتبط
دایت بای ر متون ییییای از نظر تع اد شلیات مرتبط و غیر مرتبط با ییی معیووا دارای ع م توازن هاتد ب این دویل ش شلیات تشلیل دهد ه ی
متون ش مربوط ب یخیی هاختد از نظر تع اد باخیار مد ود تر از شلیات غیر مرتبط میباید ر در این مهاو مشلل ع م توازن شلا

در شار تش یص

موجودیتهای اسخخی یخخیییای مورد مطاوع قرار گرفت و یک ناخخ ی تغییر یافت از سخخاده سخخازی شاهشخخ برای اسخختداده در موعخخوخ تشخخ یص
موجودیتهای اسخخی جهت سخخااتن مهیوع ای از لبه بد ها ارائ ی خ ه اسخختر ب مدظور حدز توزیا شلاسخخها در داال هر جیل  ،روش سخخاده سخخازی
شاهشخ اسختان ارد ،ب ناخ ی مبتد بر جیل تغییر داده یخ ه استر دراین رویلرد ،حذف نیون دادههای نامربوط ب لور تصادف از داال هر جیل
ماخختهلا حذف میشخخون در حاویل در مت ایخخل هی ی نیون ها از تیام جیلات باهم در نظر گرفت میشخخون و حذف نیون های نامرتبط از مهیوع ی
تهییا یخخخ ه اتدخاا میافت ر علاوه براین ب مدظور بهره وری از مکایای پیش بید های متداوت؛ از یادگیری تهییع جهت ترشیب لبه بد های م تلف
سخاات ی ه با دادههای ساده ی ه بر لبق روش پیشدهادی استداده ی ه استر برای انهام هزمایشات از مهیوع دادهی ارائ ی ه توسط BioCreative

 IVبرای رقابت مدههین در حوزه ی تش یص موجودیتهای اسی ییییای استداده ی ه استر
کلمات کلیدی :تش یص موجودیتهای اسیس ییییای  ،مشلل ع م توازن شلا  ،ترشیب لبه بد ها ،نیون برداری تصادف ر

